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Lab 11.2: Joint Creation Lab 
Lab 11.2 Agenda 
1. Import remaining 6 Part Documents into the Analysis Document. 
2. Assign Part Documents to bodies in the Analysis Model. 
3. Define a revolute joint between the boom2 and swing2 bodies. 
4. Define a spherical joint between the stick_piston and swing2 bodies. 
5. Define a translational joint between the stick_cyl and stick_piston bodies. 
6. Define a cylindrical joint between the stick_cyl and boom2 bodies. 
7. Define a spherical joint between the boom_piston and boom2 bodies. 
8. Define a translational joint between the boom_cyl and boom_piston bodies. 
9. Define a cylindrical joint between the boom_cyl and swing bodies. 
10. Create a new body called ground. 
11. Change the Fixed to Ground settings for the bodies ground and swing2. 
12. Define a revolute joint between the swing and ground bodies. 
13. Defining a revolute joint between the boom 2 and swing bodies. 

 Importing Existing Part Documents for the 
Remaining Backhoe Bodies 
Referencing an Existing Part Document under the Analysis Document 
1. Double-click on the Product1_ROOT branch of the Virtual.Lab Specification Tree. 
2. Right-click on the Product1_ROOT branch, then select Components  Existing 

Component from the contextual menu. 
3. Use the File Selection Window to Browse to the location of the already existing part 

document Boom2.CatPart.  This should be located in the following folder: 
C:\Training 

4. Once the file has been selected, click Open from the File Selection dialog box.  A 
part document branch will be added under the Product1_ROOT document, and 
geometry will appear on the screen.  This geometry must now be associated with the 
dynamic body. 

5. Repeat this procedure for the file stick_piston.CatPart. 
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6. Repeat this procedure for the file stick_cyl.CatPart. 
7. Repeat this procedure for the file boom_piston.CatPart. 
8. Repeat this procedure for the file boom_cyl.CatPart. 
9. Repeat this procedure for the file Swing.CatPart.  

Creating the bodies under the Analysis Model 
1. Double-click on the Analysis Model branch of the Specification Tree. 
2. Select the Body From Existing Part button. The Body dialog box will appear on the 

screen.  Under the Product1_ROOT branch of the Specification Tree, select on the 
boom2 (boom2.1) branch of the Specification Tree. 

3. In the BodyFromExistingPart.7 definition dialog, make sure that the Fixed to Ground 
field entry is set to false.  Rename BodyFromExistingPart.7 to boom2 in the Name 
field entry  Click OK to close the dialog box. 

4. Repeat this procedure for the remaining five Part Documents; stick_piston 
(stick_piston.1), stick_cyl (stick_cyl.1), boom_piston (boom_piston.1), boom_cyl 
(boom_cyl.1), and swing (swing.1).  Name the bodies stick_piston, stick_cyl, etc. 

 Define a Revolute Joint Between the boom2 
and swing2 Bodies 
In Virtual.Lab Motion, the definition of a revolute joint requires that two axes and two 
planes, perpendicular to the selected axes, be specified.  By definition, the two 
connecting bodies can only rotate about the specified axes relative to one another.  It 
often works best if the perpendicular planes selected are planes that should lie 
coincident in the model.  This first revolute joint will be fully defined utilizing geometry 
from the Model Display. 
The backhoe assembly is shown below following the creation of this revolute joint: 
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For visualization purposes, hide the five parts associated with the bodies not involved in 
this section of the lab: 
1. Under the Product1_ROOT product document, right-click on the stick_piston 

(stick_piston.1) branch of the Specification Tree, select Hide/Show from the 
contextual menu. 

2. Repeat this procedure for the stick_cyl (stick_cyl.1), boom_piston (boom_piston.1), 
boom_cyl (boom_cyl.1), and swing (swing.1) Part Documents. 

To make the assembly process easier, use the Compass to move the Boom2 part into 
its approximate assembled location. 
The body geometry that will be connected by the revolute joint, will be the cylindrical 
hole at the front of the boom2 body and a solid cylinder at the back of the swing2 body.  
Both entities are symmetric about a centerline axis.  The centerline axes can be used to 
define the revolute joint. 
1. Double-click the Analysis Model branch of the Specification Tree to activate the 

Mechanism Design workbench. 
2. Expand the Joint definition toolbar by selecting on the black arrow to the right of the 

Joint button shown on the Mechanism Design workbench. 

3. Select the Revolute Joint  button. 
4. The Revolute Joint definition dialog will appear on the screen. 

 
Two bodies are required to complete the definition of the revolute joint.  The 
geometry selections must be made in a prescribed order.  Highlighting within the 
Revolute Joint definition dialog box is interactive to aid in the selection process. 

5. Skate the mouse cursor over the solid cylinder at the bottom of the swing2 body.  As 
the mouse skates over the geometry a centerline axis will show temporarily on the 
screen.  Select once when the centerline axis is highlighted on the screen.  This 
becomes the Body 1 axis selection within the Revolute Joint dialog. 
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6. Skate the mouse cursor over the circular end plane shown below.  Select once when 
this plane highlights on the Model Display.  This plane becomes the Body 1 
perpendicular plane selection within the Revolute Joint dialog.  

 

7. Select the Fit All In button . 
8. Zoom in on the front section of the boom2 geometry. 
9. Skate the mouse over the solid cylindrical hole on the front section of the boom2 

body.  Select once when the centerline axis is highlighted on the screen.  This 
becomes the Body 2 axis selection within the Revolute Joint dialog. 

10. Skate the mouse over the plane shown below, select once when the plane highlights 
on the Model Display.  This plane becomes the Body 2 perpendicular plane selection 
within the Revolute Joint dialog.   

 
The bodies will snap into place immediately following the last plane selection to 
show the positioning of the bodies due to the joint defintion.  Selecting the Fit All In 

 button  can help to visualize the assembled position.  If the assembled position 
is incorrect, select Cancel, and try the selection process again. 

11. If everything looks fine, select OK to close the dialog box. 
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 Define a Spherical Joint Between the 
stick_piston and swing2 Bodies 
An assembled view of the stick_piston and swing2 bodies is shown here. 

 
The geometry that will be connected by the spherical joint will be the tube on the 
stick_piston body and the cylindrical shaft on the swing2 body.  Points have been 
defined on each body previously to aid in the assembly process. 
For visualization purposes, bring stick_piston (stick_piston.1) into the visual space. 
Under the Product1_ROOT branch of the Specification Tree, right-click on the 
stick_piston (stick_piston.1) branch, select Hide/Show from the contextual menu. 

Defining a Spherical Joint 
1. Joint connections may be easier if the bodies involved are moved into approximate 

positions prior to assembly.  In the provided view the stick_piston body was moved 
into the approximate assembly position using the Compass. 

2. Double-click the Analysis Model section of the Specification Tree to start the 
Mechanism Design workbench. 

3. Expand the Joint definition toolbar by selecting on the black arrow to the right of the 
Joint button shown on the Mechanism Design workbench. 

4. Select the Spherical Joint  button.  This will bring up the Spherical Joint 
definition dialog. 
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The Attachments section of the dialog shows that two bodies are required to 
complete the definition of the spherical joint. To complete the definition of the 
spherical joint, a point must be selected off of each connecting body, for this 
spherical joint these points will be Point6 on the swing2 body and Point3 on the 
stick_piston body. 

5. Under the swing2 body select on Point6, either from the Model Display or the Point3 
branch of the model Specification Tree. 

6. Under the stick_piston body select on Point3, either from the Model Display or the 
Point3 branch of the model Specification Tree.  Select OK to close the dialog box. 

 Defining a Translational Joint Between the 
stick_piston and stick_cyl Bodies 
In Virtual.Lab Motion the definition of a translational joint requires two axes and two 
planes parallel to the selected axes be specified.  By definition the two connecting 
bodies can only translate along the specified axes relative to one another. 
An assembled view of the stick_piston and stick_cyl bodies is shown below: 
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For convenience during the model assembly, utilize the Compass to move the stick_cyl 
body into its approximate assembled position before defining the following translational 
joint. 
For visualization purposes, bring stick_cyl (stick_cyl.1) into the visual space. 
Under the Product1_ROOT branch of the Specification Tree, right-click on the stick_cyl 
(stick_cyl.1), select Hide/Show from the contextual menu. 

Defining a Translational Joint 
1. Double-click the Analysis Model branch of the Specification Tree to activate the 

Mechanism Design workbench. 
2. Expand the Joint definition toolbar by selecting on the black arrow to the right of the 

Joint button shown on the Mechanism Design workbench. 

3. Select the Translational Joint button  from the Joint definition toolbar.  This will 
bring up the Translational Joint definition dialog. 

 
The Attachments section of the dialog shows that two bodies are required to 
complete the definition of the translational joint.  In the case of the translational joint, 
the pictures shown under Bodies 1 and 2 are of an axis and a plane. The geometry 
selections required to define a translational joint must be made in a prescribed order.  
The highlighting within the Translational Joint definition dialog box is interactive to 
aid in the selection process. 

4. Skate the mouse cursor over the longer solid cylinder defined under the stick_piston 
body.  As the mouse skates over the geometry an axis system will show temporarily 
on the screen.  Select once when the centerline axis is highlighted on the screen.  
This becomes the Body 1 axis selection within the Translational Joint definition 
dialog. 

 

5. Under the Analysis Model  Bodies  stick_piston  stick_piston (stick_piston.1) 
branch of the Specification Tree expand the stick_piston branch of the tree by 
selecting on the plus symbol to the left of the branch.  Select the yz_plane branch.  
This selection becomes the Body 1 plane selection within the Translational Joint 
definition dialog. 
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6. Skate the mouse cursor over the longer cylindrical tube defined under the stick_cyl 
body. Select once when the centerline axis is highlighted on the screen.  This 
becomes the Body 2 axis selection within the Translational Joint definition dialog. 

7. Under the Analysis Model  Bodies  stick_cyl  stick_cyl (stick_cyl.1) branch of 
the Specification Tree expand the stick_cyl branch of the tree by selecting on the 
plus symbol to the left of the branch.  Select the zx_plane branch.  This selection 
becomes the Body 2 plane selection within the Translational Joint definition dialog. 

 Defining a Cylindrical Joint Between the 
stick_cyl and boom2 Bodies 
In Virtual.Lab Motion the definition of a cylindrical joint requires the selection of two 
axes.  These axes define the rotational axis that will exist between the connecting 
bodies.  By definition the two connected bodies can also translate relative to one 
another along the same axis that was specified for rotation. 
An assembled view of the stick_cyl and boom2 bodies is shown below: 

 

Defining a Cylindrical Joint 
1. Double-click the Analysis Model branch of the Specification Tree to activate the 

Mechanism Design workbench. 
2. Expand the Joint definition toolbar by selecting on the black arrow to the right of the 

Joint button shown on the Mechanism Design workbench. 
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3. Select the Cylindrical Joint  button  from the Joint definition toolbar.  This will 
bring up the Cylindrical Joint definition dialog. 

 
4. Skate the mouse cursor over the short cylindrical tube on the stick_cyl body.  As the 

mouse skates over the geometry an axis system will show temporarily on the 
screen.  Select once when the centerline axis is highlighted on the screen.  This 
becomes the Body 1 axis selection within the Cylindrical Joint definition dialog. 

 
5. Skate the mouse over the solid cylindrical shaft in the boom2 body.  Select once 

when the centerline axis is highlighted on the screen.  This becomes the Body 2 axis 
selection within the Cylindrical Joint definition dialog, select OK to close the dialog 
box. 
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 Defining a Spherical Joint Between the 
boom_piston and boom2 Bodies 
In Virtual.Lab Motion the definition of a spherical joint requires the selection of two 
points.  These points define the location of the spherical joint.  No axis or plane 
selection is needed, the spherical joint allows for rotation about any axis. 
An assembled view of the boom2 and boom_piston bodies is shown below. 

 
The geometry that will be connected by the spherical joint will be the cylindrical shaft on 
the boom_piston body and the cylindrical hole on the boom2 body.  Points have been 
defined on each body previously to aid in the assembly process. 
For visualization purposes, bring boom_piston (boom_piston.1) into the visual space. 
Under the Product1_ROOT branch of the Specification Tree, right-click on the 
boom_piston (boom_piston.1), select Hide/Show from the menu. 

Defining a Spherical Joint 
1. Joint connections may be easier if the bodies involved are moved into approximate 

positions prior to assembly.  
2. Double-click the Analysis Model section of the Specification Tree to start the 

Mechanism Design workbench. 
3. Expand the Joint definition toolbar by selecting on the black arrow to the right of the 

Joint button shown on the Mechanism Design workbench. 
4. Select the Spherical Joint button from the Joint definition toolbar.  This will bring up 

the Spherical Joint definition dialog. 
5. Under the boom2 body select on Point3, either from the Model Display or the Point3 

branch of the model Specification Tree. 
6. Under the boom_piston body select on Point3, either from the Model Display or the 

Point3 branch of the model Specification Tree.  Select OK to close the dialog box. 
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 Defining a Translational Joint Between the 
boom_piston and boom_cyl Bodies 
In Virtual.Lab Motion the definition of a translational joint requires two axes and two 
planes parallel to the selected axes be specified.  By definition the two connecting 
bodies can only translate along the specified axes relative to one another. 
An assembled view of the boom_piston and boom_cyl bodies is shown here. 

 
For visualization purposes, bring boom_cyl (boom_cyl.1) into the visual space. 
Under the Product1_ROOT branch of the Specification Tree, right-click on the boom_cyl 
(boom_cyl.1), select Hide/Show from the contextual menu. 
For convenience during the model assembly, utilize the Compass to move the boom_cyl 
body into its approximate assembled position before defining the following translational 
joint. 

Defining a Translational Joint 
1. Double-click the Analysis Model branch of the Specification Tree to activate the 

Mechanism Design workbench. 
2. Expand the Joint definition toolbar by selecting on the black arrow to the right of the 

Joint button shown on the Mechanism Design workbench. 
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3. Select the Translational Joint  button from the Joint definition toolbar.  This will 
bring up the Translational Joint definition dialog. 

 
4. Skate the mouse cursor over the longer solid cylinder defined under the 

boom_piston body.  As the mouse skates over the geometry a centerline axis will 
show temporarily on the screen.  Select once when the centerline axis is highlighted 
on the screen.  This becomes the Body 1 axis selection within the Translational Joint 
definition dialog. 

5. Under the Analysis Model  Bodies  boom_piston  boom_piston 
(boom_piston.1) branch of the Specification Tree expand the boom_piston part 
document branch of the tree by selecting on the plus symbol to the left of the branch.  
Select the yz_plane branch.  This selection becomes the Body 1 plane selection 
within the Translational Joint definition dialog. 

6. Skate the mouse cursor over the longer cylindrical tube defined under the boom_cyl 
body. Select once when the centerline axis is highlighted on the screen.  This 
becomes the Body 2 axis selection within the Translational Joint definition dialog. 

7. Under the Analysis Model  Bodies  boom_cyl  boom_cyl (boom_cyl.1) branch 
of the Specification Tree expand the boom_cyl branch of the tree by selecting on the 
plus symbol to the left of the branch.  Select the zx_plane branch.  This selection 
becomes the Body 2 plane selection within the Translational Joint definition dialog. 
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 Defining a Cylindrical Joint Between the 
boom_cyl and swing Bodies 
An assembled view of the boom_cyl and swing bodies is shown below: 

 
For visualization purposes, bring swing (swing.1) into the visual space. 
Under the Product1_ROOT branch of the Specification Tree, right-click on the swing 
(swing.1), select Hide/Show from the menu. 
For convenience during the model assembly, utilize the Compass to move the swing 
body into its approximate assembled position before defining the following cylindrical 
joint. 

Defining a Cylindrical Joint 
1. Double-click the Analysis Model branch of the Specification Tree to activate the 

Mechanism Design workbench. 
2. Expand the Joint definition toolbar by selecting on the black arrow to the right of the 

Joint button shown on the Mechanism Design workbench. 
3. Select the Cylindrical Joint button from the Joint definition toolbar.  This will bring 

up the Cylindrical Joint definition dialog. 
4. Skate the mouse cursor over the short tube at the top of the boom_cyl body.  As the 

mouse skates over the geometry an axis system will show temporarily on the 
screen.  Select once when the centerline axis is highlighted on the screen.  This 
becomes the Body 1 axis selection within the Cylindrical Joint definition dialog. 

5. Skate the mouse over the solid cylinder on the swing body.  Select once when the 
centerline axis is highlighted on the screen.  This becomes the Body 2 axis selection 
within the Cylindrical Joint definition dialog, select OK to close the dialog box. 
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 Define a Revolute Joint Between the boom2 
and swing Bodies 
1. Double-click the Analysis Model branch of the Specification Tree to activate the 

Mechanism Design workbench. 
2. Expand the Joint definition toolbar by selecting on the black arrow to the right of the 

Joint button shown on the Mechanism Design workbench. 
3. Select the Revolute Joint button. 
4. The Revolute Joint definition dialog will appear on the screen. 

Two bodies are required to complete the definition of the revolute joint.  The 
geometry selections must be made in a prescribed order.  Highlighting within the 
Revolute Joint definition dialog box is interactive to aid in the selection process. 

5. Skate the mouse cursor over the cylindrical hole at the tail of the boom2 body.  As 
the mouse skates over the geometry a centerline axis will show temporarily on the 
screen.  Select once when the centerline axis is highlighted on the screen.  This 
becomes the Body 1 axis selection within the Revolute Joint dialog. 

6. Skate the mouse over the plane shown below, select once when the plane highlights 
on the Model Display.  This plane becomes the Body 1 perpendicular plane selection 
within the Revolute Joint dialog. 

 
7. Skate the mouse cursor over the solid cylinder at the bottom of the swing body.  

Select once when the centerline of this cylinder highlights on the Model Display.  
This line becomes the Body 2 axis selection within the Revolute Joint dialog.  

8. Skate the mouse over the round end piece of the cylinder as shown below.  Select 
once when the end-piece is highlighted.  This plane becomes the Body 2 
perpendicular plane selection within the Revolute Joint dialog. 
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The bodies will snap into place immediately following the last plane selection to show 
the positioning of the bodies due to the joint defintion.  Selecting the Fit All In button 
can help to visualize the assembled position.  If the assembled position is incorrect, 
select Cancel, and try the selection process again. 
If everything looks fine, select OK to close the dialog box. 

 Create a New Body Called Ground 

Creating a Body 
1. Select the Body from a New Part button. 
2. The Body dialog box will appear on the screen.  Rename BodyFromNewPart.1 to 

ground in the Name field. 

3. Within the Specification Tree select the Product1_ROOT branch. 
4. Select OK to close the dialog box. 

Creating Pad1 
The geometry for the ground body will be a solid cylinder.  Eventually the cylinder of the 
ground body will be utilized to define a revolute joint between the ground and swing 
bodies. Prior to this we have been adding points to our Part Documents using the 
Wireframe and Surface Design Workbench.  Solid geometry requires the Part Design 
Workbench.  We can activate this Workbench by selecting Start  Mechanical Design 

 Part Design from the Virtual.Lab Main Menu.  
1. Activate the Ground Part Document.  Under the Product1_ROOT  Ground 

(Ground.1) branch of the Specification Tree, double-click the Ground part document. 
2. Select Start  Mechanical Design  Part Design from the Virtual.Lab Main Menu. 
3. Select the xy-plane, and then Click the Sketch button from the Part Design 

workbench. 
4. Sketch a circle at the origin of the part.  Click the Constraint button, to assign a 

Diameter dimension to the circle. 
5. Double-click the Diameter value to change the dimension of the circle.  Set the 

diameter to 0.051m,  Exit the Sketcher. 

Extruding a Solid Cylinder 
1. Select the Pad button. 
2. In the Pad definition dialog set the Length to .06m. 
3. Select Reverse Direction in the Pad definition dialog. Select OK to close the dialog 

box. 
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 Changing the Fixed to Ground settings for 
the ground body 
1. Double-click the Analysis Model branch of the Specification Tree. 
2. Under the Analysis Model  Bodies branch of the Specification Tree, double-click 

on the ground body branch.  This will bring up the Body definition dialog box. 
3. Select on the arrow to the right of the Fixed to Ground field, select true from the 

drop-down menu  Click OK to close the dialog box. 

 Changing the Fixed to Ground settings for 
the swing2 body 
1. Under the Analysis Model  Bodies branch of the Specification Tree, double-click 

on the swing2 body branch.  This will bring up the Body definition dialog box. 
2. Select on the arrow to the right of the Fixed to Ground field, select false from the 

drop-down menu  Click OK to close the dialog box. 

 Defining a Revolute Joint between the 
ground and swing bodies 
The body geometry that will be connected by the revolute joint will be the cylindrical 
hole at the swing body and a solid cylinder just created for the ground body.  Both 
entities are symmetric about a centerline axis.  The centerline axes can be used to 
define the revolute joint. 
1. Expand the Joint definition toolbar by selecting on the black arrow to the right of the 

Joint button shown on the Mechanism Design workbench. 
2. Select the Revolute Joint button. 
3. The Revolute Joint definition dialog will appear on the screen. 

Two bodies are required to complete the definition of the revolute joint.  The 
geometry selections must be made in a prescribed order.  Highlighting within the 
Revolute Joint definition dialog box is interactive to aid in the selection process. 
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4. Skate the mouse cursor over the solid cylinder of the ground body.  As the mouse 
skates over the geometry a centerline axis will show temporarily on the screen.  
Select once when the centerline axis is highlighted on the screen.  This becomes the 
Body 1 axis selection within the Revolute Joint dialog. 

5. Under the Analysis Model  Bodies  ground (ground.1)  ground branch of the 
Specification Tree expand the ground branch of the tree by selecting on the plus 
symbol to the left of the branch.  Select the xy_plane branch.  This selection 
becomes the Body 1 plane selection within the Revolute Joint definition dialog. 

6. Select the Fit All In button. 
7. Zoom in on the under side of the swing body. 
8. Skate the mouse over the cylindrical hole on the swing body.  Select once when the 

centerline axis is highlighted on the screen.  This becomes the Body 2 axis selection 
within the Revolute Joint dialog. 

9. Under the Analysis Model  Bodies  swing (swing.1)  swing branch of the 
Specification Tree expand the boom_cyl branch of the tree by selecting on the plus 
symbol to the left of the branch.  Select the xy_plane branch.  This selection 
becomes the Body 2 plane selection within the Revolute Joint definition dialog. 
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